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Abstract 
The line spectrum of shift-rate electric field is an important characteristic of ship, so it is very useful to detect the 
harmonics in shift-rate signal to ship’s subwater detection. In this paper the forth order cumulant MUSIC method is 
used to detect the harmonics’ line spectrum in shift-rate signal and then this method is improved so that the line 
spectrum can be extracted from colored Gaussian noise even when the harmonics number is unknown. At last the 
actrually measured data detection have all proved that this improved method can precisily detect the harmonics 
frequency and the frequency resolution is very high. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction
When the ship is sailling in the sea, the corrossion of sea water to the ship and the correlative anti-
corrosion measures can all produce shift-rate electric field and it is a king of extremly low frequency 
electromagnetic field that takes the frequecy of propeller as the basic frequency[1, 2]. This kind of electric 
field is hard to remove and is strong enough to be measured and has an obvious characteristic so it can be 
an ideal signal souce of ship to be detected[3, 4]. As the main frequency components of shift-rate signal are 
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linear spectrums of the frequency of propeller and its harmonics, so it is an important part of ship 
detecting using shift-rate electric field to extract linear sprctrums of it[5].
The traditional method to detect harmonic signal, which is based on the second order stastics, always 
calculates relative function or estimates the power spectrum of observed signal and then extract the 
harmonics using characteristics of them at the frequency domain from white Gaussian noise. But 
practically when there is colored noise, it has always been hard to precisely distinguish linear spectrum of 
signal from narrow band colored Gaussian noise by the second order stastics detection method, so the 
estimating efficiency is always decreased[6]. Whatsoever, the higher order stastics has become an useful 
instrument for signal processing in recent years and is widely used in communication, radar, sonar and so 
on. The higher order stastics can suppress Guassian noise, has a detectable phase and more higher order 
information, so it can solve the problem of characteristic extracting from colored Guassian noise. 
In [7], a lot of actrually measured datas of shift-rate electric field is tested for normality and the result 
shows that the measured enviromrntal electric field noise on shift-rate frequency has many components of 
Gaussian noise, so the underground noise of shift-rate frequency approximately accords to Guassian 
distribution. As the forth order cumulant can suppress Gaussian noise and the multiple signal 
classification (MUSIC) algorithm has a hign resolving power, in this paper a MUSIC method based on 
the forth order cumulant is introduced to detect the linear spectrum of shift-rate signal, and then this 
method is improved to extract linear spectrum. The improved method can detect signal linear spectrum 
without knowing the harmonics number, so the detection quality is advanced. At last the real data 
detection have all proved that this improved method can precisily detect the harmonics frequency. 
2. The theory of MUSIC based on the forth order cumulant 
The observation signal can be denoted as 
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Where the signal  is composed of complex harmonics and can be expressed as 
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Then the one dimension diagnal slice of signal can be used to replace correlation function to compose 
correlative matrix, that is 
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The matrix C  is decompose to get its M  eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the P  eigenvectors m ,
 correspond to the first 
u
Pm ,,1 L= P  eigenvalues compose of the noise subspace U。Then the spectrum 
spectrum of signal can be scaned by 
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Where  is signal vector, that is .e TjPjji iii eeee ),,,,1( 2 ωωω L=
In actrual estimation, for the reason of calculating error, it only need to search P  maximin points of 
)(ωf  at the detailed grid to find the frequencies of harmonics. 
3. Modifying of the algorithm 
In the course of linear spectrum detection, as the number of harmonics is usually unknown, so it 
always has to estimate this number. But if the estimating number isn’t the real one, the peak values in 
spectrum curve will not be equal to the harmonic number, the linear spectrum estimation efficiency will 
be greatly affected. When the harmonic number is over-estimated, a number of noise eigenvectors will be 
taken to the signal subspace while defining the two subspaces, then the dimension number will increase 
and there will be more peaks than actrual in space spectrum curve, which are false peaks; and when the 
harmonics number is underestimated, some signal eigenvectors will be given to noise subspace, so the 
signal subspace will not be orthogonal with the noise subspace and some peaks of spectrum will 
disappear and result in missreporting. 
As to this problem, the forth order cumulant MUSIC method is improved in this paper. It is known 
according to MUSIC theory that generally speaking, the noise eigenvalues are mostly close to each other, 
and the discrepency in noise eigenvalues and signal eigenvalues is quiet large, as is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 shows the eigenvalues of the forth order cumulant matrix  of a simualting signal that contains 
colored Gaussian noise, the signal contains two linear spectrums, the matrix order is 8 and the signal 
length N is 1024. The eigenvalues of different SNRs are calculated and sorted in scending order, so 1λ ,
2λ  are signal eigenvalues, and 3λ , …, 8λ  are noise eigenvalues. 
Table 1. Eigenvalues of signal’s correlation matrix 
            eigenvalue 
    SNR 1λ 2λ 3λ 4λ 5λ 6λ 7λ 8λ
7.66 2.2748 0.6517 0.0115 0.0037 -0.0020 -0.0048 -0.0053 -0.0131 
10.2 1.9817 0.8061 0.0518 0.0330 0.0187 0.0092 0.0034 0.0011 
15.1 2.2619 0.6388 0.0007 0.0007 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0017 
In Table 1 it can be seen that the discrepencis are very little among noise eigenvalues while large 
between noise eigenvalues and siganl eigenvalues. So an improving methos can be introduced. In this 
method, the M-th order matrix of the signal’s forth order cumulants is calculated for its eigenvalues, these 
eigenvalues are sorted in scending order and the descending grade of each two neighbouring eigenvalues 
are calculated, then a threshold value is set according to this to be compared to every descending grade, 
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the last grade which is larger than the threshlod is the grade between the neighbouring noise eigenvalue 
and signal eigenvalue. Then the number of signal eigenvalue can be determined and so dose the 
dimension number of noise subspace. The threshold value can be decided by the mathimatical average of 
all descending grade. 
Considering the analysis above, the process of the improved forth order cumulant MUSIC algorhthm is 
as follows: 
Step 1: Calculating the forth order cumulants of observed signal and composing M order Toeplitz 
matrix C ;
Step 2: Carrying out eigendecomposing of matrix C  to get all eigenvalues iλ ,  and 
eigenvectors ,  then sorting all the eigenvalues in scending order; 
Mi ,,1 L=
iu Mi ,,1 L=
Step 3: Calculating the descending grades of eigenvalues || 1 ii λλλ −=Δ + , , setting the 
grade threshold 
1,,1 −= Mi L
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Step 4: Searching all the iλΔ  which is larger than d  from , if the first grade 1=i 1λΔ  till the j-th one 
jλΔ  are all larger than d , and the j+1-th one is less than d , then the noise subspace can be construct to 
be U ;),,( 1 Mi uu L+=
Step 5: Setting space spectrum 
eUUe HH
f 1)( =ω , searching the maxmin points of the function and 
estimating the frequencies. 
4. Results of measured data deterction 
In order to further validate the effectiveness and practicability of the improved forth cumulant MUSIC 
method in this paper, the method is used to estimate the linear spectrums of actrually measured shift-rate 
electric field datas. The sea experiment was carried out in April, 2007 at some place on the East Sea, and 
the Fig. 1 shows the time domain curve and its spectrum of the vertical component of shift-rate signal 
when a certain vessel passed. According to the experimental records the basic frequency of this shift-rate 
signal is about 1.8Hz, and there are two harmonics in this signal. 
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Fig. 1. The shift rate electric field measured and its spectrum 
The measured signal is detected using the second MUSIC method and method of this paper 
respectively and the results are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the two harmonic frequencis 1.8Hz 
and 3.6Hz can all be detected correctly using the method of this paper, and the detecting result agrees 
with the actrual situation. So the method of this paper is also effective to measured shifi-rate signal, it has 
a high detecting efficiency and resloving power. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Results of estimating line spectrum in measurd signal using MUSIC method; (b) Results of estimating line spectrum in
measurd signal using the developed fourth order cumulant MUSIC method 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper characteristics of ship’s shifi-rate electric field is analyzed and the forth order cumulant 
MUSIC algorithm is introduced to detect the linear spectrums of signal, then an improving forth order 
cumulant MUSIC algorithm is put forward according to this. In this improved method, the signal 
subspace and noise subspace are distinguished based on the characteristics of eigenvalues of the forth 
order cumulant matrix of observed siganl. So the harmonic number can be determined correctly and 
situations like overestimating and underestimating can all be avoided. The actrually measured data 
detection have all proved that this improved method can precisily detect the harmonics frequency from 
colored Gaussian noise and has a hign frequency resolution, however because it dosen’t need to estimate 
the harmonic number, the efficiency and preciseness of decteting is also advanced. 
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